90a. **Gumbaynggir** See 'RLS'  

Gumbaynggarr (AC, orig. AIAS, SAW, WGH, NH),
Kumbainggarr (O'G, 'RLS'), Cambainggarie (Meston),
Coombagoree ('S or M'), Gumbaynggir (Eades, AIAS)

Hoddinott says there is evidence there were at least two dialects, a northern and a southern one and that **Baːnbai** is either one of these or a third one. Eades is salvaging; she attests the final vowel is definitely /i/.

'man' : 'man' : **niːgar** (RHM, 1903); **djaːnbad** (Smythe, 1948); **niːgar** (WGH, 1969) (Eades agrees **niːgar** is general term for 'man'; **djaːnbad** means 'husband'.)

90b **Banbai** ?
Round Guyra, Ben Lomand, E5 (AIAS E8)
Wollomombi & Kookabookra (RHM)

**Baːnbai** (WGH), **Banbai** (AC, AIAS, SAW, O'G, 'RLS')

Wurm (1970) continues to list as a dialect but Hoddinott seems to think it was almost identical to Gumbaynggir (Mathews 1903 and Smythe's 1948 word lists are almost identical for the two dialects).